
 
 

TECHNICAL RIDER (2 pages) 

For more information > brief@postuithessdalen.be 
+32 487 593 173 (Stijn Grupping) 

Duration performance  >  25 minutes 
Minimum age >   5+ 
Capacity >   max. 25 spectators / performance 

∆ The PAKMAN container/truck is equipped with active ventilation in conformity with 
Belgian Covid-19 guidelines (25 m3/h fresh air per person – CO2 concentration < 1200 
ppm). 
 

∆ The company’s team will consist of three people who themselves carry out the get-in.  
The organiser should however provide one person for technical assistance on the spot as from 
the moment the company arrives, so that the get-in can start immediately. 

∆ The company is present on the location four hours before the first show. 

∆ The show can be performed no more than 3 times a day and the performances should 
preferably follow each other immediately (e.g. 2pm, 3pm & 4pm). 
 

∆ The organization is responsible to apply for the permission to drive and park the truck 
(+3,5 ton) on location. The truck has Euronorm 3. The organization is responsible for the 
application in case of LEZ (Low Emission Zone). 

∆ The organization provides enough space to park the truck on the location 
(approximately 9,5m long and 3m broad). The location ground should be flat and even 
and shadowy. 

∆ Nearby the truck no external sound source or speakers to avoid noise disturbance 
during the performance.   

∆ The organization provides power supply (16 ampère, mono connection) and cable to the 
truck. In cold weather a second and separate line is needed for the connection of our 
electric heater. 

∆ The organization is responsible for ticket sale, ticket control, audience supervision and 
supervision during and in between the performances.  

∆ For evening performances the organization provides outdoor lightning for the public 
entrance (stairs – view image). 



 

∆ The organiser provides a safe performance venue. 
The truck remains outside and is locked, but if the organiser thinks there is a risk of 
damage or a break-in, a solution must be sought in consultation with the company (e.g. 
security guard at night, moving to a safer location, cameras etc.) 

∆ The organisation hosting the show provides vegetarian catering or stays for 3 people. 
If there are several days of performance, accommodation (3 rooms) must be provided. 

∆ Changing room and sanitary nearby the location. 

∆ Not accessible for wheelchairs. 

∆ During the period of the family circus: 
> there is no need to provide an overnight stay 
> there will be a trailer carrying the tribune and robots of Man Strikes Back  

 


